Heating of the interstellar medium by multiple supernovae (SNe) explosions is at the heart of producing galaxy-scale outflows in starburst galaxies. Standard models of outflows assume a high efficiency of SNe in heating the gas to X-ray emitting temperatures and to fill the central region of starburst with hot gas, in order to launch vigorous outflows. We study the efficiency of multiple SNe in heating the interstellar medium (ISM) and filling the volume with gas of high temperatures, with 2-D and 3-D hydrodynamic simulations. We argue that SNe have to be clustered in space and time (and be coherent) in order to compensate for the radiative loss. In particular, we find that in coherent cases, the filling factor of gas with 3 × 10 6 K can be at the most 0.3 and the total heating efficiency 0.3, for gas with density 1 cm −3 and 0.1-1 Z ⊙ . The heating efficiency and filling factors are much smaller in incoherent cases. Comparing our results to the commonly adopted efficiency (0.1-0.3) and large filling factor of hot gas in models of starburst driven galactic outflows, we therefore conclude that outflows can be driven by multiple SNe if the coherency condition is satisfied.
INTRODUCTION
Supernovae provide a major source of feedback in the ISM of galaxies. The energy released by SNe, about 10 51 erg in kinetic energy, is deposited in the ISM through the action of the blast waves driven by them. The total volume of the ISM engulfed by the SN remnant and the rate at which the energy is dissipated depends on the density and temperature of the ambient medium. These aspects have been studied with analytic calculations and numerical simulations in the literature (e.g., Cox (1972) ; Chevalier (1974) ; Cioffi et al. (1988) ; Thornton et al. (1998) ; Shelton (1998) ). However these studies have focused on the evolution of isolated SNe. Corecollapse SNe are related to the end stages in the evolution of massive stars (OB), and they are mostly clustered because massive stars form in OB associations. Therefore the SNe events are likely to spatially and temporally clustered. The evolution of multiple SNe overlapping with one another in time and space is likely very different from that of isolated SN remnants because of the different ambient conditions encountered by them.
The concerted effect of clustered SNe is believed to a superbubble (e.g., Mac Low & McCray (1988) ; Koo & McKee (1992) ), whose shell of swept up mass moves faster than the typical speed of OB associations (few km s −1 ), and which therefore contains most of the SNe arising from the association. The study of the evolution of these superbubbles has mostly assumed continuous energy release from the centre. Tang & Wang (2005) have studied the effect of sporadic SNe explosions occurring in the low density medium inside superbubbles. They found that SNe shells move in the hot, low density medium faster than predicted by Sedov-Taylor solution, and suffer less radiative loss. However, the SNe explosions in their simulation were assumed to occur at the same location. It remains to be seen how clustered-although not necessarily spatially coincident-SNe events affect the surrounding medium.
This problem becomes acute in the context of supernovae driven galactic winds in which it is assumed that SNe can sufficiently heat up the ISM gas, at least in the central region of disc galaxies, in order to launch a wind. This process assumes that although SNe lose most energy in radiation in isolated cases, the efficiency of heating the ISM can be large in the central region filled with hot and low density gas and that the gas in this region is thermalized (e.g., Chevalier & Clegg (1985) ; Sharma & Nath (2013) ). Numerical simulations (e.g., Suchkov et al. (1994 Suchkov et al. ( , 1996 ; Strickland & Stevens (2000) ; Fujita et al. (2009) ; Strickland & Heckman (2009) ) also implement the initial conditions leading to galactic winds making similar assumptions. It is believed that in a multiphase medium and in the case of multiple SNe events, the efficiency of SNe heating can be larger than ∼ 0.1. These estimates emerged from the numerical and analytical studies of energy loss in isolated supernova remnants, which showed that the fractional energy retained in the hot interior gas of remnants was of order ∼ 0.1. Larson (1974) had first pointed out the importance of cooling with regard to galactic outflows, and derived a critical supernova rate density required to compensate for cooling. His estimate was based on the results of single SNR evolution by Chevalier (1974) and Cox (1972) , which stated that thermal energy retained by a SNR is of order 20% at the time when radiative losses begin to dominate (say, at tr). These results were verified later by detailed simulations of Thornton et al. (1998) and further showed that the fraction steadily decreases to about ∼ 3% after a time scale of 10tr. Our goal is to extend these estimates to the case of multiple SNe.
This assumption crucially depends on the evolution of multiple SNe which has not yet been studied in detail. With the advent of X-ray studies of galactic outflows, the problem has become more pressing because one not only has to find the conditions for high efficiency of heating by supernovae, but also for a large filling factor for X-ray emitting gas with T 10 6 K. Although Melioli & de Gouveia Dal Pino (2004) studied the average heating efficiency of multiple SNe, the filling factor of hot ( 10 6 K) was not estimated. Recently have argued that the energy input from multiple SNe in the central regions of starbursts cannot thermalize the gas there to T 10 6 K, unless the SNe events are coherent in space and time, to ensure that successive SNe shockwaves mostly propagate into a hot medium, which has been heated by earlier SNe and which has not had time to radiatively cool. This coherency condition is ensured when the SNe shells collide with one another before they radiatively lose most of their energy.
In this paper, we put this idea to test through a study the evolution of multiple SNe with 2-D and 3-D hydrodynamical simulations, and study the efficiency of heating by multiple SNe events, in particular the efficiency of heating gas to high temperature. We also study the effect of metallicity, explosion energy and SNe rate density on the relevant filling factors. We then discuss the implications of the low filling factor of hot gas on the onset of galactic winds, and some observable properties of warm and hot gas.
NUMERICAL METHOD AND INITIAL SET
We use three-dimensional unsplit total variation diminishing (TVD) code based on the MUSCUL-Hancock scheme and the Haarten-Lax-van Leer-Contact (HLLC) method (e.g. Toro 1999) as approximate Riemann solver. This code has successfully passed the whole set of tests proposed in (Klingenberg et al. 2007 ).
In the energy equation we take into account cooling processes adopted the tabulated non-equilibrium cooling curve (Vasiliev 2013) . This cooling rate is obtained for a gas cooled isobarically from 10 8 down to 10 K. Given the typical temperature and sound speed considered in our problem, the sound crossing time of a resolution element in our simulation is of order ∼ 1000 yr, much shorter than the relevant time scales in the problem, and therefore we choose isobaric cooling. The non-equilibrium calculation includes the ionization kinetics of all ionization states for the following chemical elements H, He, C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe as well as molecular hydrogen kinetics at T < 10 4 K. The tabulated ionization states are used for calculating column densities and emission measure. The heating rate is adopted to be constant, whose value is chosen so that the background gas does not cool. The stabilization vanishes when the density and temperature goes out of the narrow range near the equilibrium state.
We have carried out the 2-D and 3-D hydrodynamic simulations (Cartesian geometry) of multiple SNe explosions. We consider periodic boundary conditions. The computational domains have sizes 450
2 pc 2 and 200 3 pc 3 , in 2-D and 3-D respectively. The numerical resolutions in the two cases are 600 2 and 300 3 respectively, corresponding to a physical cell size of 0.75 pc in both cases. For 2-D runs, the third dimension, i.e. the height, corresponds to the size of a cell. Therefore the dynamics of SN remnants are effectively 3-dimensional. The background number density considered are 1 and 0.1 cm −3 , and the background temperature is 10 4 K. The metallicity is constant within the computational domain (we do not consider here the mixing of metals ejected by SNe, this question will be studied in a separate work), and we consider three cases with Z = 0.01, 0.1, 1 Z⊙. We inject the energy of each SN in the form of thermal energy in a region of radius ri = 1.5 pc.
For 2-D runs we consider the energy of each SN explosion in the range of 5 × 10 48 − 5 × 10 49 erg. This is chosen to be smaller than the typical SNe energy (10 51 erg) because of the following reason. In 2-D the relevant parameters are energy per unit length, E/L, and volume mass density ρ. In this case, the radius of the shell evolves as ∝ ((E/L)t 2 /ρ) 1/4 , faster than the case in 3-D, and the size of the shells become large. In our fiducial case, with ambient density 1 cm −3 , and E = 10 49 erg, and the relevant length scale over which this energy is deposited, namely, L = ri = 1.5 pc, the shell radius reaches a size of ≈ 25 pc in 10 5 yr (for µ = 0.6), when it enters the radiative phase. This size is similar to the case of a SN with 10 51 erg expanding in 3-D with the same ambient density, and the timescale is also similar to the radiative stage in 3-D. Note that since ri is fixed in our simulations, we will denote the energetics of the explosions by E, keeping in mind that the relevant dynamical parameter is actually E/ri.
THEORETICAL ESTIMATES
Consider the case of multiple SNe exploding simultaneously and their remnants interacting with each other. In the SedovTaylor phase of a single SN remnant evolution is described by the scaling R ∼ C(Et 2 /ρ) 1/(D+2) , where D is the dimension of space considered in the problem. In D = 3, E is the explosion energy, and for D = 2, E should be replaced by E/L, the explosion energy per unit length; ρ is the mass density, and the constant C ∼ 1 for D = 2, 3. If the number of SNe explosion is denotes by N , and the computational domain is of size Rcomp, then the porosity is defined as,
This definition of porosity is essentially statistical in nature, in the sense that this assumes an ensemble of large number of computational zones, each containing several SNe explosions spread randomly in space. In other words, this definition neglects the possible effects of spatial clustering of individual SNe. The porosity keeps increasing as long as the shocks are strong. McKee & Ostriker (1977) showed that in the case of a steady rate of SNe explosions (νSN = const), and with R ∝ t α , the porosity is given by Q(t) = (4π/3)νSN R 3 t(1 + 3α) −1 . The filling factor for a random distribution of SNe explosions is given by f = 1 − exp(−Q) (McKee & Ostriker 1977) . Since R ∝ t 2/2+D and therefore Q ∝ t 2D/(2+D) ; initially f increases almost linearly with time, but later if the remnants begin to interact and merge with each other, the subsequent evolution of f becomes a weak function of time. For our 2-D simulations, we fix the constant C by fitting the filling factor in the adiabatic case, which gives C2D = 1.25. For 3-D simulations, we know from the usual Sedov-Taylor solution that C = 1.15. Note that the filling factor here refers to gas inside SN remnants, consisting of gas at different temperatures.
In the adiabatic case, the filling factor of the hot ( 10 6 K) gas first increases, as the individual SNe remnants expand and shock heats the engulfed gas. At a later stage, as the shell speed decreases, the gas is heated to a lower temperature. The hot gas at this stage expands behind the shock front and cools adiabatically, thereby decreasing the filling factor of the hot gas. In contrast, the filling factor of warm (10 5 K) gas asymptotically increases, and becomes close to the overall filling factor of the shells, because most of the shell volume gets filled with this gas.
The inclusion of radiative loss changes the evolution of the filling factors of gas with different temperature in the following manner. Firstly, the average temperature of the gas that fills the remnant volume depends on the age, explosion energy and the ambient density, and it decreases rapidly after reaching 10 6 K because of enhanced cooling below this temperature. Cox (1972) showed that the total energy of the remnant scales as E(t) ∝ R −2 , after the shell enters the radiative phase (at shell radius Rc), and the total energy drops to half the initial value, when the average temperature of the inner gas decreases to ∼ 10 6 K. Chevalier (1974) also derived a similar result, that R ∝ t 0.31 . This is supported by simulations (Shelton 1998; Thornton et al. 1998 ). The gas with very high temperature does not lose energy through radiation, as it is mostly low density gas. It is the lower temperature gas that cools rapidly after this stage.
In the radiative case, one therefore expects the filling factor of 10 6 K gas to first increase as individual SNe remnants expand until the radiative phase, as in the adiabatic case. The subsequent evolution of the hot gas depends on whether or not the SNe events occur in a coherent manner. The coherency condition was defined in Roy et al. (2013) , in such a way that SNe events occur continuously with a sufficient rate density (per unit time and volume) in order to compensate for the radiative loss. If the shell radius at the radiative epoch tr (when loss due to radiation becomes important) is given by R0, and if the steady state rate density of SNe events is denoted by νSN, then the condition for coherency is for the four-volume, νSN × V (tr) × tr 1, where V (t) is the volume of a single SN remnant at time t. This condition essentially implies that the SNe remnants are coherent when they overlap before cooling radiatively.
The radiative loss time scale can be estimated by requiring the shell speed to drop to ∼ 120 km s −1 , so that the post-shock temperature T sh ∼ 2 × 10 5 K (for µ = 0.6), where the cooling function peaks. This gives a time scale and shell radius,
for 2-D and 3-D, respectively, where E = 10 51 E51 erg, n is particle density in cm −3 . The peak of the cooling function depends weakly on metallicity, and so tr is roughly independent of metallicity.
Therefore, for a computational box of size Rcomp and N number of SNe going off within the time scale tr, we have an analog of the coherency condition,
On the other hand, the time scale over which SN remnants overlap can be defined as the time when the computational box is occupied by shells. We therefore have,
In other words, the above condition boils down to V (tc) V (tr), or consequently, tc tr. This is therefore the coherency condition, which states that the volumes of SN remnants merge before they radiate away most of their energy. Note that the radiative loss may be enhanced to some extent before tr even in the coherent case due to compressed gas in interfaces of merging shells.
In the following, we will study how the coherency condition is related to the filling factor of hot gas. Also, we will study how the porosity scales with time in the case of multiple SNe. We will find that the porosity reaches a maximum value after which it decreases, owing to the compression of the remnants, an effect that has not been taken into account previously.
RESULTS
We first describe our results for the 2-D runs, after which we compare them to the 3-D runs at the end of the section.
2D: Simultaneous SNe explosions: Incoherent cases
We first consider the case of multiple SNe each with explosion energy 4.5×10 48 erg, with 10 explosions in the computational box of size 450 × 450 pc 2 , and all exploding at the initial moment. The reason we consider a lower energy than the typical 10 51 erg of SN events is that the shells expand faster in 2-D for a given energy. The particle density is assumed to be 0.1 cm −3 . We show the evolution of the filling factors of gas with different temperature in Figure 1 . The adiabatic case is shown with thin line. The filling factor for the gas with T 10 5 , which fills up the remnants at a later stage, allows us to fix the constant C by comparing with the analytical filling factor f = 1 − exp(−Q) using Q from eqn 1, shown with black solid line. As expected, the overall filling factor first increases with time before flattening when most of the volume is occupied by shells. From eqn 4, one can estimate tc ∼ 0.6 Myr in this case, as is also seen from the flattening of the overall filling factor.
For the radiative time scale, tr from eqn 2 gives ≈ 0.2 Myr for this case. As explained above, this is weakly dependent on the metallicity. We therefore have tr < tc, and the coherency condition is not satisfied.
We therefore expect a small filling factor for hot gas in this case. And the curves in Figure 1 indeed show that f 0.2 for T 3 × 10 6 K, and lower for hotter gas.
However, Figure 1 also shows that at the epoch of collisions between shells, tc ∼ 0.6 Myr, the filling factor for hot gas remains larger than in the lower metallicity case. This is because of the fact that in solar metallicity case, with enhanced cooling, the shell momentum is diminished and therefore the shells occupy a smaller volume than in the case of low metallicity. This decreased volume in turn confines the hot gas for a longer time and does not allow it to cool adiabatically. In addition, in this case, the relative speed of shells during collisions is larger in the case of low metallicity case, which leads to strong shocks in the interfaces and thin, dense shells, leaving a larger volume for the inner hot gas to cool adiabatically.
These processes produce the rather counter-intuitive result that the filling factor of hot gas with solar metallicity remains larger than in the case of low metallicity case. We therefore find that the filling factor of gas with T 10 6 K flattens or does not decrease rapidly after the radiative phase, tr ∼ 0.2 Myr, especially for higher metallicity cases. However, the subsequent collisions and formation of dense shells in the interfaces do not affect the evolution of filling factor of gas with T ∼ 10 5 K, because most of the volume is filled with this warm gas, and its filling factor follows the evolution of the overall volume filling factor of the shells.
We also plot the ratio of thermal to the total (initial) energy as a function of time, for gas at different temperatures and different metallicities in Figure 2 . We define this fraction for gas in different temperature bins as the ratio of the thermal energy in different temperature bins to the initial (thermal) energy. For time scales shorter than the radiative time scale tr, the fraction is also indicative of the heating efficiency of SNe to raise the gas to those particular temperature bins. The curves show that hot gas in this case (of incoherent SNe explosions) retain a small fraction of the total explosion energy by the time the shells have overlapped (tc ≈ 0.6 Myr), because of significant radiative loss (after tr ≈ 0.15 Myr). In particular, gas with T 3 × 10 6 K contains 1% of the total explosion energy, and this fraction rapidly decreases with time. E/E t time, yr total log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 2 . The evolution of the ratio of thermal energy to the total energy, for gas in different temperature range is plotted for the same case. Gas with different temperature ranges are shown in different colours, and for different metallicity: log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 3 . The evolution of the (2-D) filling factors of gas in different temperature range, for solar metallicity (solid) for Z = 0.1Z ⊙ (dashed lines) are plotted for explosion energy E = 5 × 10 49 erg, but for the same space density of SNe as in Figure 1 . In this case tc(0.2 Myr) < tr(0.6 Myr).
2-D: Coherent cases
The above examples are the likely outcomes in the case where tc tr, when shells merge after entering the radiative phase. According to the coherency criterion, one expects a large filling factor of hot gas if the inequality is reversed. We therefore study a case with higher explosion energy, for which the radiative phase ensues at a later epoch. In Figure 3 , we plot the filling factors for solar and Z = 0.1Z⊙ gas with different temperatures but with explosion energies E = 5 × 10 E/E t time, yr total log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 4 . The evolution of the ratio of thermal energy to the total energy, for gas in different temperature range is plotted for the same case as in Figure 2 , for two metallicities (dashed: 0.1 solar, and solid, with solar metallicity)
erg, ten times larger than the earlier case. In this case, the shells merge at a time tc ∼ 0.2 Myr. The radiative time scale is tr ∼ 0.6 Myr, and therefore tc < tr. In other words, the shells merge before losing much energy through radiation, and the coherency condition is satisfied. The curves in this figure show that the filling factor of hot gas is large. In particular, the filling factor of gas with 3 × 10 6 K is much larger than 0.1. Figure 4 shows the ratio of thermal energy to the initial explosion energy in this case. The value of this ratio at a time scale shorter than tr also gives us the efficiency of SNe in heating the gas to different temperatures. The curves here show that the heating efficiency in this case is also larger than 0.1, compared to the previous case of incoherency, where the corresponding efficiency was 0.01. This shows that the heating efficiency and filling factor of hot gas crucially depends on the coherency of SNe or its absence.
We have studied the cases of smaller and larger SNe rate density, keeping the explosion energy same. This also affected the coherency condition, and we have found that the results are similar to either the ones shown in Fig 1 or Fig 3, depending on whether or not the coherency condition is satisfied. We therefore find that filling factors of hot gas, and the efficiency of SNe in heating the gas to high temperature (T > 3 × 10 6 K) depends on the coherency condition being satisfied.
2D: SNe explosions with time delay
Next we study the case of SNe occurring at different times, spread in a clustered manner over time. If ∆t is the typical duration between SNe events, and if Ni is the number of SNe at the i-th time bin, then the SNe rate is given by S(t) = ΣiNiδ(t − i∆t), and the porosity is given by
where Q s (t) is the corresponding porosity in the simultaneous explosion case. Here the last two equalities assume that R 2 ∝ t, which is true for t < tr. If ∆t > tr, then the size grows slower than this, and the filling factor is expected to be smaller than in the case of ∆t < tr. We distribute the same number of SNe, namely 10, in 5 time bins, with the number of SNe at the beginning of each time bins being Ni = 1, 3, 2, 2, 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 respectively. We simulate two cases, in which the bins are of duration ∆t = 10 4 yr and 10 5 yr. Since tr ≈ 0.2 Myr, in the first case, ∆t < tr and in the other case ∆t ∼ tr. We show in Figure 5 the filling factors for solar metallicity gas for these two cases (in the middle and bottom panels), and compare them with the fiducial case of all SNe occurring at t = 0 (upper panel). The explosion energy is similar to the case of Fig 1. We find that the filling factors of hot gas in the case ∆t = 10 4 yr (middle panel) is larger than in the case of ∆t = 10 5 yr (bottom panel), as expected. In general the filling factors are smaller than the simultaneous explosion case initially. However, the curves asymptotically reach the values of the fiducial case after a time scale of ∼ 0.5 Myr, comparable to the collision time scale for simultaneous explosions. The case with 10 5 yr delay has the smallest filling factors initially, however after a timescale of ∼ 0.5 Myr, the filling factors reach comparable values. This shows that the rate at which the filling factors reach the asymptotic value is fast if ∆t tr.
3D: Simultaneous SNe explosions
Although it is clear from our 2-D runs that the coherency condition determines whether or not the filling factor of hot gas is large, and the efficiency with which explosion energy is deposited in the hot phase of the ISM, the cooling rate is underestimated in 2D runs as it depends on the surface area of cooling gas. Therefore we present the results of 3-D runs in the following. First we show in Fig 6 the results of 15 simultaneous SNe exploding in a computational domain of size 200 3 pc 3 . The SNe are distributed randomly in the computational domain. The gas has particle density 1 cm −3 with metallicity Z = 0.1 Z⊙ and solar metallicity, and the explosions have energy 10 51 erg. The timescale for overlap of SNe is tc ∼ 0.16 Myr, from eqn 3 for 3-D. For n = 1 cm −3 , the radiation loss time scale tr ∼ 0.15 Myr. Therefore one has tc ∼ tr, and the coherency condition is marginally satisfied. As in the 2-D case, these time scales depend weakly on metallicity.
The results of the covering factor of gas with different temperatures are shown in Figure 6 metallicity are shown with solid and dashed lines respectively. The curves show that the filling factor of gas is quite small, and unlike in the case of 2-D runs, the filling factor does not asymptotically reach large values at large time scale. This is because of enhanced cooling in 3-D runs compared to the 2-D case. In the radiative case (thick solid and dashed lines), the filling factor at later epochs is somewhat smaller than the case with cooling, as expected. In particular, the filling factor of gas with T 3 × 10 6 K is 0.1 after a time scale of few times tc, without cooling, whereas with cooling, the filling factor rapidly drops to ∼ 2% after 5tc. Figure 7 shows the corresponding evolution of thermal log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 6 . Filling factors of gas with different temperatures in 3D run with simultaneous SNe explosions. Gas number density is 1 cm −3 , with 0.1 Z⊙ (solid lines) and solar metallicity (dashed lines). The lines correspond to the covering factor of a gas with log T > 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7 (from top to bottom lines). Thin lines refer to the adiabatic case.
energy stored in gas with different temperatures in 3-D runs, for solar (dotted) and Z = 0.1 Z⊙ metallcities (solid lines), for the same gas density and density of explosions as in Fig 6. The curves are normalized to the initial energy, and therefore show the fraction of energy of gas with different temperatures.The black lines show the total heating efficiency of gas, or the relative thermal energy stored in gas compared to the initial energy. The fractional energy for gas up to high temperatures ( 3 × 10 6 K) reaches a value of ∼ 0.1 around a time scale of tr, and rapidly declines after that.
We found that in Fig 7 the total thermal energy evolves with time roughly as ∝ t −1.5 , and the energy contained in hot gas (T 10 5 K) scales as t −3.5 after the radiative phase begins. This is in contrast with the scaling of Et ∝ t −0.62 (or, equivalently ∝ R −2 ) in the case of single SN remnants (Cox 1972; Chevalier 1974) . The radiative loss in the case of multiple SNe is prohibitively large, owing to the large densities created during the merging of shells and the consequent enhanced cooling.
3D: SNe explosions with time delay
Next, we study SNe explosions with time delay in 3-D, with two different delay periods, ∆t = 10 4 , 10 5 yr. Therefore in the first case SNe explode with an interval less than the radiative time scale tr ∼ 0.15 Myr, and in the second case, the interval is comparable to tr. E/E t time, yr total log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 7 . The evolution of the ratio of thermal energy to the total energy, for gas in different temperature range is plotted for Z = 0.1Z ⊙ (solid) and solar metallicity (dotted lines), for the case of simultaneous explosions. log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 8 . Filling factors of gas with different temperatures in 3D run with simultaneous SNe explosions with time delay. Gas number density is 1 cm −3 , with metallicity 0.1Z ⊙ . The lines correspond to the covering factor of a gas with log T > 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5, 7 (from top to bottom lines). Solid lines show the case of 15 SNe exploding simultaneously at t = 0. The dotted lines refer to the case of same number of SNe exploding in the staggered sequence 1,2,3,4,3,2 at intervals of ∆t = 10 4 yr, and the dashed lines refer to the same sequence but with ∆t = 10 5 yr.
The curves in Fig 8 show a remarkable result , that the filling factor of hot gas is independent of the sequence of SNe as long as ∆t < tr, as shown by the similarity of the solid (∆t = 0; simultaneous explosions) and dotted curves (∆t = 10 4 ). The dashed curves, for which ∆t ∼ tr, are significantly different from this case, in that the filling factors of hot gas (with T 10 6 K) are always smaller than the earlier case, although the staggering in time can make the filling factor remain significant for a longer time, of order a few times ∆t. We would like to point out that the curves in this figure (and the next, see below) show some effects of the spatial clustering of the SNe, besides the statistically averaged behaviours of filling factor (and fractional energy, in Figure 9 ). We plot the fractional energy of the gas at different temperatures for these cases in Figure 9 . For the time before the gas begins to cool precipitously, or when the explosions occur in nearly steady state, this fraction also gives the efficiency of SNe of heating gas up to different temperatures. E.g., the heating efficiency for ∆t = 10 4 yr can be estimated from the curves in the figure at t 5 × 10 4 yr; and that for ∆t = 10 5 yr, from the curves at a time scale of 5 × 10 5 yr. The heating efficiency of gas with T 3 × 10 6 K can be ∼ 0.3 for the former case, and ranges between ∼ 0.02-0.2 in the latter case, with an average value of 0.1.
In summary, we find that the filling factor of the X-ray emitting gas, with T 3 × 10 6 K to be 0.1 at the most, and that of T 10 6 K, to be 0.3 for coherent cases, and smaller for incoherent cases. The corresponding heating efficiency is 0.3 and much smaller than ∼ 0.1, in the coherent and incoherent cases, respectively. These values are relevant for modeling of the central regions of starbursts in which galactic outflows are believed to be launched, and which are thought to produce the hot X-ray emitting gas. We note that these estimates are for an ambient density n = 1 cm −3 . Therefore the filling factors for gas with higher gas density, as observed in the central regions of starbursts (n ∼ 10 cm −3 ), are likely to be smaller than quoted here, because of large cooling loss, as pointed by . The filling factors are also likely to be smaller than presented here for gas with metallicity higher than solar. We should note that Strickland & Heckman (2009) had a steady state situation while our results and that of Thornton et al. (1998) corresponds to a non-steady state situation, when the gas is allowed to cool after the explosions. Melioli & de Gouveia Dal Pino (2004) studied the effect of multiple SNe in heating the ISM, and estimated a heating efficiency, averaged over gas with different temperatures, in different situations. They found that the heating efficiency is initially small, in the range 0.01-0.1, and it rises sharply after ∼ 20 Myr after the onset of star formation, when the most of the gas has been expelled from the region and the gas density has become small. Our aim in this paper has been to perform controlled numerical experiments in order to study the effect of coherency of SNe events, instead of linking the SNe events to the underlying star formation process. Our focus has been on the filling factor of the hot gas at different temperatures, especially for the X-ray emitting gas with T 3 × 10 6 K. Our results show that the filling factors crucially depend on the comparison between the radiative time scale tr and the collision time scale of SNe shells, tc. The fact that tr is E/E t time, yr total log T>5 log T>5.5 log T>6 log T>6.5 log T>7 Figure 9 . The evolution of the ratio of thermal energy to the total energy, for gas in different temperature range is plotted for the same case as in Figure 8 .
DISCUSSION
an important time scale has been recognized since the seminal work by Larson (1974) . However it has been tacitly assumed that the filling factor of T 10 6 K is of order unity (Heckman et al. 1990) . Recently Nath & Shchekinov (2013) have pointed out that this assumption is not valid in the conditions prevailing in the central regions of starbursts, because of prohibitive radiative loss in large ambient density. This criticism is, by the way, not in contradiction with the assumption ( (Strickland & Heckman 2009) ) that the heating efficiency can be large, of order 0.1. The question is whether or not the filling factor of X-ray emitting gas in the central ( 200-300 pc) of starbursts can be regarded as close to unity, as is required in the galactic wind models of Chevalier & Clegg (1985) ; Sharma & Nath (2013) .
One of our main results is that the radiative loss in the case of multiple SNe events can be much larger than in the case of single SN remnants. In comparison to the loss rate of thermal energy, scaling as t −0.6 (Chevalier 1974; Cox 1972) , the loss in the case of multiple SNe scales steeply with time as t −3.5 for gas with T 10 6 K. This result has important implications for the heating efficiency of SNe and the filling factors of hot gas.
Our estimate of the heating efficiency showed that it can be as large as ∼ 0.3 in the coherent case (in the case of ∆t = 10 4 yr; Figure 9 ), and can range between ∼ 0.02-0.2 in the marginally coherent case (of ∆t = 10 5 yr). In the latter case of marginally coherency, the average heating efficiency is much smaller than ∼ 0.1, and also some effects of clustering of remnants of different ages are noticed. The fact that the heating efficiency in the coherent case can be as large as ∼ 0.3 in consistent the values inferred from X-ray observations of starburst driven outflows. Strickland & Heckman (2009) have inferred a value of 0.1-0.3 for the heating efficiency of SNe for the X-ray emitting gas. Note that this heating efficiency corresponds to the duration when the SNe occur more or less in a steady state manner. Therefore one has to distinguish between the two scenarios, one in which SNe occur in a coherent and steady state manner, in which heating efficiency can be large, and another case, in which SNe occur incoherently, although still occurring more or less steadily, and the heating efficiency on average is small. The coherency condition translates to a threshold SNe rate density, of νSN ∼ 3 × 10 −10 (E51/n) −4/3 yr −1 pc −3 , using the condition νSN (4π/3)R(tr) 3 tr 1 and eqn (2) (Roy et al. 2013) . For typical densities n ∼ 10 cm −3 , this translates to νSN ∼ 6.4 × 10 −9 yr −1 pc −3 , which is comparable to the observed rates in starbursts.
Our results therefore corroborate the analytical estimate of , that the filling factor of gas with T 3 × 10 6 K strongly depend on whether or not the SNe events are clustered in time and space, to compensate for the radiative loss. We find that the filling factor of X-ray emitting gas is at the most ∼ 0.1 if tc < tr, and still lower if this condition is not satisfied.
The crux of the coherency condition is that old SNRs are not allowed to cool to low temperatures (below ∼ 10 6 K). Since different ions can probe different temperatures, one can use the abundance ratios of relevant ions to probe the nature of the hot gas in starbursts. For example, the ions OVI and OVIII probe gas with temperatures differing by an order of magnitude, of 10 5.5 K and 10 6.5 K respectively. The abundance ratios of these two ions can therefore shed light on the filling factor of gas in these temperature ranges. It is instructive to divide the ionic ratio in three main parts: (a) when N (OVI)/N (OVIII) ≪ 1, young SNRs dominate the region, with fast shocks and high temperature gas; (b) when N (OVI)/N (OVIII) ∼ 1, SNRs enter the radiative phase, and (c) when the ratio is much larger than unity, SNRs become old and warm instead of being hot. Since the effect of SNe in the case of coherency is not to allow SNRs to cool significantly, the coherency condition should manifest as the ratio N (OVI)/N (OVIII) being in the range ∼ 0.1-1, and not exceed of order unity.
We plot the distribution of the OVI to OVIII column density ratio for a few snapshots of time in Figure 10 for ∆t = 10 4 yr (left panel) and ∆t = 10 5 yr (right panel). They show that for the case of longer duration between SNe, Figure 13 . The distribution of mach numbers of gas with different temperatures at 0.8 Myr, with two different time delays, ∆t = 10 4 yr on the left, and ∆t = 10 5 yr on the right. Three temperature bins are considered here: T > 10 5 K (dark), T > 10 6 K (grey) and T > 10 7 K (light grey).
the distribution is biased towards smaller values of OVI to OVIII ratio, whereas for the shorter duration case, there are regions with N (OVI)/N (OVIII) < 1 as well as with N (OVI)/N (OVIII) > 1, with an average near unit ratio. This is expected because in the previous case, more young SNRs are being produced even at a later time, compared to the other case, where one has mostly middle-aged SNRs on the average. Also, the ratio increases on average with time, indicating the dominance of low temperature gas at later times, due to cooling. The ratio of these two column densities can therefore be a diagnostic of the effect of multiple SNe.
We also plot the distributions of equivalent hydrogen column density for gas at different temperatures at a particular time, at 0.8 Myr, for ∆t = 10 4 yr (left panel) and ∆t = 10 5 yr (right panel), in Figure 11 . A similar plot for the distribution of emission measure of gas at different temperature at this epoch for two different delays is shown in Figure 12 . These two plots show that the case of shorter gaps between SNe the distributions are narrower than in the case of longer gaps. This difference will manifest in a patchy image in the latter case, if this region (assuming optically thin gas) is imaged in a particular line or a narrow X-ray band that is emitted in a narrow range of temperatures. These differences can also be used as diagnostics, and we will report detailed results on this in a future paper.
Finally, we show the distribution of Mach numbers of gas at three different temperature bins in Figure 13 , for two different time delays. We consider gas in three temperature bins: log T > 5, 6, 7, which are shown with dark, grey and light grey shades, respectively. In other words, hotter phases of gas are shown with relatively lighter shades. The distributions of Mach numbers show that the hottest gas has Mach number less than unity (subsonic) on average, although with a scatter. In other words, the width of the emission lines from the highly ionized species from the hottest parts of gas would be dominated by thermal spread. In contrast, the Mach numbers of relatively colder gas have a large scatter and reach high values ( 3). This implies that the width of emission or absorption lines from low ionization species can be dominated by non-thermal, turbulent motions. In other words, the high and low ionization species are likely to trace different dynamical states. This is also reasonable because the post-shock gas is mostly subsonic.
SUMMARY
We have studied the effect of multiple SNe on the filling factor of hot gas and the efficiency of heating gas up to high temperatures. We have tested the idea that the filling factor of hot gas and the heating efficiency depend strongly on whether or not the SNe explosions satisfy the coherency condition, which can expressed succinctly as tc tr (time scale of SNR overlap being smaller than the radiative loss time scale).
Our 2D and 3D hydrodynamical simulations show that this is indeed true, and that radiative cooling is more prohibitive in the case of multiple SNe events than in single SN remnants. While in the case of single SN remnant, the thermal energy drops as t −0.6 after the radiative phase, in the case of multiple (simultaneous) SNe, the total thermal energy scales as t −1.5 (and, for hot gas the energy scales even more steeply as t −3.5 ) , owing to large densities in merging shells and consequent enhanced cooling. This has significant implications for the filling factors of hot gas and the overall heating efficiency of multiple SNe.
In particular, we found that the filling factor of gas with T 10 6.5 K is 0.1 and the heating efficiency can be as large as ∼ 0.3% if the coherency condition is met (for an ambient density of 1 cm −3 ). This estimate refers to the duration of starbursts when SNe occur in a more or less steady state rate and in a coherent manner. The corresponding threshold SNe rate density required for coherency is ∼ 6.5×10 −9 yr −1 pc −3 , comparable to the observed rates in starbursts with outflows. In comparison, the average heating efficiency in the incoherent or marginally incoherent cases is much smaller than ∼ 0.1. Based on our simulations, we have suggested that the ionic ratio of OVI and OVIII could reveal the effect of SNe, and that in the case of coherency condition being satisfied, the column density ratio of OVI to OVIII is unlikely to exceed unity. We have also suggested that the widths of emission/absorption lines from hot and warm gas are dominated by thermal and turbulent motions. These can be used as a diagnostic of the physical state of starburst regions.
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